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Meeting

Horn Re-Elected

Alb~querque businessman Calvin Horn was
reelect d president of the UNM Board of Regents
•·jol\ ,p st~r ay at the Board's yearly organizational
ON1t'ti'Jeetm .
•
Aus in Roberts of Farmington was named vice
___ pxe · nt and Mrs. Frank Maple was elected
secretary-treasurer during the lengthy meeting that
• covered a wide range ()f subjects including faculty
leaves and the sale of $8,000,000 in revenue b()nd~;.
The leave policy represented a codification of.
existing policies elus some changes. One addition
states that '~Sabbatical leaves will be approved by
the Regents only with the clear understanding that
the faculty member will at the completion of the
sabbatical return to the University for a period of
... service at least as long as the duration of the leave."
The University encountered some legislative
criticism about 18 months ago when the dean of the
medical school left after a year's sabbatical to
become Director of the National Institutes of
Health.
The leave policies adopted by the Regents were
approved by the faculty at a meeting earlier in the
week.
THE OTHER POLICY STATEMENT adopted by
the Regents spells out the terms for expenditures of
University funds for buying materials, supplies,
equipment, contractual services and for
reimbursement for social activities connected with
'i-.,X.

Celvin Horn
Re..lected President of Bollrd of Regents

recruitment of professional and faculty employes
and in solicitation of support for the University,
The policy covers such things as bringing
prospective faculty members to campus for
interviews, and entertainment for legislators and
visiting dignitaries,
IN OTHER ACTION, THE REGENTS:
-Set April 23 at 10 a.m. as the date and time for
sale of $8,000,000 in revenue bonds for various
construction projects;
, .
-Agreed to proceed with construction of a
learning recource center/library for the Health
Sciences when funds are available and approved
ap11lication for a federal grant for that purpose
which could mean payment of three-quarters of the
cost by the federal government;
-Authorized the Univer~;ity to bid on land to be
put up for sale later this month by the Metropolitan
Flood Controi'•·Authority; the three acres border the
UNM North Golf Course;
-Approved repair and remodeling this summer of
the College of Education classroom building,
estimated to cost about $250,000. Parts of the
College of Education complex, built in 1962, were
found to be faulty, which has caused some shifting
in the classroom building. Additionally, several
ceiling tiles have fallen from one of the rooms. The
contracting firms which constructed the building
(continued on page 2)
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City Judge Labels Recall
Attempts· As "Dangerous"

Shultz
To Resign
.
.
As Treasury Head

..

WASHINGTON (UPI)-George P. Shultz, the last member of
President Nixon's original cabinet still in the administration, said
Thursda¥ he '!ill resign in May as Treasury Secretary and Chief
Economac Advaser.
.
Deputy White House Press Secretary Gerald L. Warren said a
successor will be chosen soon for Shultz, who was named Labor
... Secretary in January, 1969, and later headed the newly formed
· · '()Cfice of Management and Budget before going to Treasury in
June, 1972.
. Warren said Shultz uhas been a pillar of this administration and
· this government,'' and President Nixon accepted his decision to
leave "with a deep sense of personal regret."
Warren declined to speculate on a successor. Other sources said
the leading possibility was William E. Simon, Director of the
Federal Energy Office.
.
Simon,. contacted after. a speech t4? Republic~n Wom~n on
Capitol Hall, told UPI he d1d not know af he was bemg cons1dered
for the job and ul haven't given it much thought/'
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By ALBERT GONZALES
Of the Lobo Staff

"f
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Citizen attempts to recall
officials is "treacherous and
dangerous,. Municipal Court
i:'i Judge Harry Robins said
:, Wednesday in a speech to
:. \ · criminology students in the Kiva.
'·
Using the example of City
[.;.; Commissioners Baca and Poole,
[) whose recall was sought because
f\1 of the Herb Smith firing, Robins
~~
said that "no cause is needed.
4
®.i
'You can just say, 'I want a
~t:1
recall; I don't like the guy's hair, 1
don't like his color, I don't like
!@1 his ethnic background.' It's a very
I treacherous thing, but we do have
those things on the book."
~

I

Robins said he didn't know
why his own recall was demanded.
The New Mexico Supreme Court
ru Jed that a Municipal Judge
could not be removed from office
by recall.
Robins defined himself as a
humanist, and said he did not
believe property rights were
superior to human rights.
04
Constitutional Jaws of the
United States allows you to
protect your property· and your
person and I don't deny that
right, u Robins said.

"If you have a choice, however,
to save the life of that person, it's
incumbent on you as a human
being to do so."
Commenting on the police,
Robins said the public had to
respect the policeman's position
and that the policeman had to use
good judgment. He ventured that
95 per cent of the APD policemen
were "good and honest," and
credited .APD police chief Bob
Stover for his efforts to remove
undesirable policemen from the
(continued on page 2)
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~Time
By ISABEL FOREMAN
Lobo News Editor

The City Council seat from
District 3, which includes the
University, is being sought by
Margaret Owens, who is
11
interested in the quality of
living in this city."
Owens, a former UNM
employee at the printing
plant and KNME artd now a
part·time legal secretary, said
she is concerned with the
day .. to•day . problems . of
people, *'whether it's housing,
jobs,orcityservices.
eel want to know what
people are concerned about,"
she said. 11 Part of the problem
with the inefficiency. of the
city commission is lack. of
input from citizens. It's time
· to sj)eak up, 'to take an
irtterest. u
.
District 3 is bordered by
Interstate 40, Seventh Street,

To Speak Up'
the south city limits and
Girard S.E.
ult's a very big district, and
a very heterogenous one,"
Owens said. 11 A lot of
students live irt the area, as
well as retired people and
minority families." . .
Owens, who has lived in
the area for. four years, is a
member of the New Mexico
Democratic Council, New
Mexico Civil Liberties Union,
Common . Cause, and . is
county chairperson for the
New _Mexico Women's
Political Caucus.
Are a h,o using and
te":~nt-owner problems are an
issue of Owens' campaign.
Housing problems are a
real concern in the area, she
said. "One th~ng l'd like to do
is get an ordanance passed so
tenants are notified of
p r o p o sed zo ni ng

changes-:--only the owners
know of them now.
1
'The whole university area
is a borderline Model. Cities
neighborhood. I would like to
~ee the city guarantee home
Improvement loans for
property owners who can't
get financed by savings and
loalts institutions."
.· T h e g r o w t h a n d
d e ve I o P m e n t o f
Albuququerque should be a
concern of students, s~e said.
The city. shouldn'.t sttmu!ate
growth by ext~nd~ng~rv1ces
to new constructton m the
~eights,, sh~ said, untit there
ts equahzatton ofservtces m
older neighborhoo~s.
One p~opos~d. s1te. for .the
new County Jatl 1s atStadJUm
Ro~d . a,nd 1·25,. ''which . is :
U n 1 verstty . property .. Th~re
are other th1ngs the umversaty
(continued on page 2)

Margaret Owens

(Photo by M. Acuft)
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Horn Re-Elected

(can.tinued from page I)
we.nt bankrupt while on the job. The Regents
instructed the administration to investigate the
possibility of seeking recourse from the bonding
company for the faulty work,
-Approved a request from KUNM, the
student-operated radio station, to seek a
construction permit from the Federal
Communications Commission in order to place a
transmitter atop Sandia Crest. The antenna now is
located on top of the SUB. The student station
operators said the encroachment of new buildings
and the growth of the city has curtailed their
effective listening audience. The crest transmitter
will provide prime coverage for a radius of about 60
miles. Cost of the transmitter project is $21,000 to
be paid by UNM's student government.
-Approved final plans for construction of a new
wing on Bernalillo CountY Medical Center. The
addition will have seven stories of which three will
be used for UNM medical faculty offices and
examining rooms.
-Okayed the site lease of 1.1 acres for the new
state health department medical examiner's
laboratory on the North Campus near the Basic
Medical Sciences Building.
-Referred to the Regents' Budget and Finance
Committee a proposal from Winrock Enterprises for

a new office building on the land the corporation
holds in lease from UNM.
.
-Gave approval to appointment of Peat,
Marwick, and Mitchell to perform the general audit
of the University for the current year for a fee of
$31,720. The same firm did the work last year when
the fee was $30,160.
-Agreed to hear at their April meeting an appeal
by Kenneth Butler stemming from his termination
about a year ago as an employee of the Criminal
Justice Project of the University's Institute for
Social Research and Development,
·
-Approved extensions past retirement age for
Professors Hoyt Trowbridge and Leon Howard in
the English Department and .Edward Zimmerman,
Obstetrics/Gynecology,
•
-Instructed the University to continue
negotiations with the Pi Kappa Alpha fraternity for
the possible purchase by the University of the
fraternity property at Roma and University.
.
-Signed an agreement with the Department of
Housing and Urban Development for a federal
government interest subsidy grant on a total of $3.4
million of the cost of the married student housing
project in the South Campus area. The subsidy grant
provides that the University will pay only three per
cent interest on the $3.4 million; the government
will pay any amount above that.

Rose Mary Woo~ds,
Where Are You?
WASHINGTON (UPI}--The Senate. Watergate Committee
wants to subpoena President Nixon's p~rsonal secretary, Rose
Mary Woods, for questioning, but has been unsuccessful in
finding her since Monday, Committee sources said.
The Committee wants to question her about the $100,000
contribution Howard Hughes gave to Nixon's close friend Charles
G. "Bebe" Rebozo, Senate sources said.
''We've been trying to serve her," one Committee source told
UPI. "We will, but if I tell you just when, I'm sure she won't be
there. Let's just say it will be in the next couple of days."Presidential spokesman Gerald L. Warren said, however, that
Miss Woods "is not dodging or ducking" a Committee subpoena.
He referred the Watergate Committee subpoena servers to her
personal lawyer, Charles Rhyne. Warren said a process server
would not be allowed in the White House.
A reporter trying to reach Rhyne at his law office was told by
a secre,tary: "I'm sorry, Mr. Rhyne has been ordered by Judge
(John J,) Sirica not to talk to the press."
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by Garry Trudeau
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Open late nights!
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Fri & Sat till 3:00am
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Time To Speak Up'
(continued from page 1)
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(continued from page 1)

force.
"Police are human, they have
the same frailties, the same
hatreds, the same bigotries, the
Mme loves as you and I. They are
no different," he said.
Robins said there were some
situations in which policemen had
to "look the other way" citing a
public gathering as an example,
where a rash act by a policeman
could cause a serious disturbance.
Speaking on crime, Robins
estimated the recidivism rate to be
approximately one in a hundred.
He said crime prevention is costly
and that in order to reduce the
crime rate, more money would
have to be spent.

could do besides put a jail
there."
Owens hopes for student
involvement in city affairs
and issues. "I would like to
see studenta involved in the
community as a whole," she
said. "Student participation
would be very valuable. They
could decide this election, if
they wanted to."
As Councillor, Owens
would advocate improving

mass transit and providing
more recreational facilities.
She opposes special interest
bonds to private industries,
"particularly to an outfit like
Sunbell."
Women and minority
groups are under-represented
in city government, Owens
said. "I would like to see
more women promoted and
hired in managerial positions,
not just clerical ones."
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Box 20, Univet·sity P.O., UNM
Albuquerque, N.M. 87131
Editorial Phone (505) 2774102, 277-4202

Hey, Man •..
The Chinese-Chicano comedy
team Cheech & Chong will be-uh,
performing, at Civic Auditorium
Saturday night, with Oakland
funk band Tower of Power,

The New Mexico Dall,y Lobo is published Monday through Frid ,y every
r«.>Jiulnr week of the University year
and weekly dUring the summer session
by the Boord of Student Publications of
the University of New Mexico, and iS
not finuncinJiy associated with UNM.
Sl!cond class postage paid nt Albuquerque. New Mexico 87131. Subscription
rate is $7.50 for the ncademle year.
.The oninion.a expressed on the cdi ..
tor1al puges of The Daily Lobo nrc
th~?Se of. the author solely, Unsigned
OPiniOn IS thut of the editorial boartl
of The Dally Lobo, Nothing printed in

The Dally Lobo nccessnriJy represents

the .views o£ th~: University of New
Mexu~o.

The byline was in11dvertently
left orr the review of the Joni
Mitchell concert in Monday's
Lobo, The t•eviewer was Charles
Andrews.

.......
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Until March 1 5th!
Free Thorn-Proof Tubes
or
Free Lock & Chain
with purchase of any new bike!
BICYCLES

The handmade bicycle from France

The Bike Shop, Inc.
823 Yale S.E.
842-9100
Sporting Goods

~ours

Mon-Sat 9:30-6

DOVOUNEED
CASH?

CALIFORNIA'S LARGEST LAW SCHOOL

ElrRI10'1 Wllk

donate IWict weekly

OFFERS A CHOICE OF FOUR
PROGRAMS OF LAW STUDY:

Minor Tune-ups-No Ma;or Overhauls
4:30-6:00 p.m.
Monday-friday

-l

New Mexico
DAILY LOBO
Vol. 77
No. 114
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OF ORANGE COUNTY

50c
Drinks

The visceral humor of Cheech
and Chong can once again be
heard on their new record "Los
C.ochinos" (the dirty-m~uthed
01:1•
ones). They are most sincere in
~ their humor, fitting their idiot
,c stereotypes beyond believability.
It is either that they are the
epitome of their culture or just
emphasizing it with the drug
disease and the half-wit points of
view. I always get the feeling that
Cheeeh and Chong are getting
people to laugh at the sociological
predicaments that they are part
and perpetrators of.
"Los Cochinos" is again a
coarse, low brand of comedy,
dealing. with drug busts, ca ca,
perversiOn, Cheech and Chong
dong stories, homeroom bullies
and bad boys, And like any
comedy record, after three
listenings you have the lines
memorized, and can recite them
in open forums.
The best items on this album
are the continuing story of
Pancho and Man (this time at the
drive-in with some friends locked
in the trrunk which they can't
open), and a Jackson 5 spoof,
"Basketbaii Jones" ("I love
basketball so much. It is like I am
a junkie," confesses Basketball),
aided by George Harrison and
Carole King in the back-up group.
Cheech and Chong are harmless
to everyone but themselves. And
in doing so they become the
present-day Abbott and Costello.

the dutie$

I

COLLEGE OF LAW

Prt!$h t-•ro2£'!1 Srjl r1H1d

Mixed

~

she has handled
satisfactorily."

,.,.

e

IN EITHER 2 V. or 3 YEARS of FULL-TIME law study
115·16 classroom hours per weeki, or

e

IN EITHER 3 '/1 or 4 YEARS of PART·TIME day, evening,
or weekend law study (3 dasses per week, 3·4 hours
per cfass],

e

You can earn your JURIS DOCTOR (J.D.] degree and

BLOOD
PLASMA

bec:ome

Mixed

By JEFFREY HUDSON

students had gone to Tucson for
the bas!cetball games. Perkal said
the Senate llpp!·oval of his
nomination may have to wait two
weeks because the week after
spring break the St>nate will be
wrestling with the budget.
Michael was first appointed to
PEC in September, 1972, Perkal
said her ''longevity on the
committee made her the best
choice. Over the past two weeks

WESTERN STATE UNIVERSITY

Presh SP..1foud

Rl:l:il:ud• Rdjusl:m•nl: Haur

.§

* ·* *

m·lchael Named PEC Head

Janice Michael, a member of
the Popular Entertainment
Committee (PEC) and its
chairperson since the resignation
of former chairperson Paul
Richardson Feb. 18, has been
nominated by ASUNM President
Ross Perkal to fill the vacancy.
Michael was scheduled to go
befot·e the ASUNM Senate's
Presidential Appointments
Committee for confirmation
Wednesday, but that committee
did not meet because so many

!
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DEEP PURPLE

DONOR CENTER

ELIGIBLE TO TAKE THE
CALIFORNIA BAR EXAMINATION

with
Savoy Brown & Tucky Buzzard

Bamto5pm

WRITE OR PHONE FOR CATALOGUE

Toesday - Saturday

800 South Brookhurst
DOCTOR IN
RESIDENCE

Anaheim 92804
(7141 635-3453

842-6991

APPLY NOW FOR THE FALL SEMESTER,
BEGINNING SEPTEMBER 5, 1974
ALL FOUR LAW STUDY PROGRAMS

ALBUQUEROUf
1307 CENTRAL NE

AVAILABLE IN FALL 1974
STUDENTS ELIGIIll FOR FEDEIALLY INSURED STUDENT lOANS
APPROVED FOR VETERANS
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ss.oo & $6.00
s 1.00 discount
for students

April 2 University Arena
Tickets go on sale today:
Go1d Street Circus
Reidling's Downtown
Candyman in Santa Fe
SUB Box Office
Stromberg's Trend Shop Winrock
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ABC Film Crew Perishes In Crash

LOBO

Editorial

Page
Managing Editor

Editor

Mich~el

Roger Makin

Minturn

News Editor

'ONE THING I'VE FOUND OUT ABOUT OIL • • • IT'S INTOXICATING!'

Isabel Foreman
Conserve paper-give this paper to a friend.

Ignoring The
Real Cause.
On Wednesday of this week, the United States Senate
voted to reinstate the death penalty for crimes such as
treason, kidnapping and hijacking. On the same day, the
Senate also voted to reject a proposal that would require
the registration of handguns in the U.S.
The Senate's votes on these two issues represent their
misguided approach to the staggering problems of crime
in the country today. The death pen'alty is not a
deterrent to criminals. lt·serves no purpose in the efforts
to halt the increasing crime rate. But at the same time
the Senate voted to increase punishment, they chose to
leave the instruments of vio.lence untouched by
regulation.
New Mexico's Senators Joseph Montoya and Pete
Domenici voted with the majority on both issues.
Albuquerque has one of the highest crime rates in the
nation, and the bulk of those crimes are committed with
handguns that are not registered.
We salute our Senators' reasoning in dealing with the
problems of crime in this nation.

Legislative Party Money Irks Student
One aspect of the new ASUNM budget that
particularly irks me is the funding of the Lobby
Committee, My question is why the student should
foot the alcohol bills of various legislative cronies in
Santa Fe?
Rather than spending $2690 on parties for the
state legislators, maybe the student lobby could
better spend $690 to finance an antibuse program
for those legislators who can only communicate
with their constituents at thousand dollar juice
parties.
I'm sure the booze bribery indicated by the
ASUNM budget will do little to effect any
significant opinio changes in the brains of state
legislators. Maybe a community oriented
information campaign would be more effective in
getting legislative relief. Maybe letting the people
know how their representatives are voting would be
more effective than financing their booze habits.
I am also curious as to why we peons are never
invited to these student financed booze bashes?
Apparently we students are not deemed good
enough to rub elbows with the Santa Fe legislators,
just good enough to foot the bill. I'm sure Ross and
the ASU NM senate are able to get their share of the

student booze fund, but the rest of us get only the
annual bill. It will be with great pleasure that I will
vote a decisive NO on the Lobby Committee line
item on the upcoming budget.
I have better things to do than to finance the
legislative booze habits of Santa Fe's finest.
Kenneth Kietzke.

Not The Facuity Voice
should like to correct a statement made by
Professor Milton Howard of the department of art
at the Tuesday meeting of the UNM Faculty and
reported in the Lobo.
It is not true that in the art department·"an A
means good and a B means not so good." In the fall
semester, only 4B.5 per cent of all undergraduates in
art were As and Bs. In the university as a whole,
54.5 per cent of all undergraduate grades were As
and Bs. Thus the art department's grading was
somewhat more rigorous than average.
Professor Howard may have accurately described
his own practice, but these data demonstrate that he
did not speak for his faculty colleagues.
Clinton Adams
Dean of College of Fine Arts

Shouldn't Discard Pants And Reason

The Lighter Side
By DICK WEST
United Press
International Writer
WASHINGTON-If its of any
comfort to politicians who have
fallen to all time lows in the
public opinion polls, the current
mood of disenchantment doesn't
begin or end with them.
I have on my desk a survey
showing that the majority of
people of this country are even
turned off by their owri bodies.
Some 55 per cent of the
women and 45 per cent of the
men who answered questionnaires
prepared by three social
psychologists were recorded as
dissatisfied with some aspect of
their anatomies.
Viewed in that light, polls
showing that less than 30 per cent
of the people approve. of
President Nixon and members of
Congress seem a bit less
discrediting,
I mean, a person who dislikes
his or her own elbow or ear lobe
isn't apt to have a very high
regard tor a senator either, even
. one who is doing a good job.
If I were in the business of
advising politicians, I could show
them a way to turn the body
survey to their advantage.
The thing to do is note which
part of the body got the highest
ratings and try to identify
themselves with that.
The good feelings that people
l•ave toward that part of the body

..

would then, in theory, be
transferred to the politician.
Here's an example:
Fewer than 15 per cent were
unhappy about their shoulders.
But 50 per cent of the women
and 36 per cent of the men were
displeased with their abdomens.
The implications are ciMr.
If they are smart, candidates
for public office this year will aim
at projecting a shoulder image.
Meanwhile avoiding any
association with stomachs.
A canny politician will fill his
campaign speeches with reference
to "shouldering the load" and
promises to keep his "shoulder to
the wheel."
He will advocate legislation to
widen the shoulders along public
highways.
It would be a mistake for him
to stand head and shoulders above
his opponents. The survey shows
that the head, particularly the
nose and hair, is a $Ource of
substantial dissatisfaction among
the people.
A better approach would be to
stand shoulder to shoulder with
whatever group he is addressing.
By all means, he snould refrain
from discussing "gut issues." Nor
should he complain that he has a
belly full of his opponents'
tactics.
Instead, he should give the
voters his views straight from the
shoulder while giving his
opponents the cold shoulder.

Because Keith Jameson offered to the Christians
at U NM a "modest" proposal, a Jesus streak·in, I
will assume his sincerity and reply. However, it is
the sincerity of his naive criticism of the
"illusionary consciousness" of Christianity rather
than that of his proposal that demands concern. Is
Christianity "by nature and necessity antithetical to
reason?" Is the campus?

Returning To Barbarism
must take pains to remind Keith
Jameson-tenderly, lest I tread on already smarting
feet, naked from long habit-that "the principles of
evolution, genetics and other axioms of biology. the
laws of physics, and the basics of chemistry" are
direct Iy dependent for their discovery on a
specifically Christian and Biblical view of man and
the world, that these universal laws Keith so values
were not studied in the societies of the East, where
the world was generally seen as more or less a veil
over the Self, in contrast to the more encouraging
(though not, it may be argued, more ecologically
sound I instruction to "fill the earth and subdue it."
Agnosticism and skepticism themselves are hardly
conceivable in a non-Christian culture.
This is not, therefore, an' argument for the
possible r<!tionality of the Christian
message-something Keith can examine at his own
leisure, as the Spirit and his insecurity move
him-but a reminder of the supreme influence
Christian culture and tradition have had on the
growth of our civilization, which, having ceased to
heed the Gospel, may now be fast
returning-"streaking,'' if you like~into twilight
barbarism.
Robe.rt A. Reeves

Like the modesty of our streakers, our reason
seems to be far behind us. Reason must be worn
properly. Sometimes we wear too much. Too often
we discard it because we do not like the feel. Now is
one of those times for too many of us. Mr. Jameson
may be a very rational person; he is not an
observant critic. Even a casual look at UNM should
convince him that this campus is not "a haven of
reason and logical knowledge.'' his idea of a
university. Perhaps in the future ... ? At the
moment rationality has fallen from fashion. Too
many students do not care whether their beliefs
make sense or not. They just believe them.· The
Christians with the rest of the University are
suffering the effects of the fashion. But at le.ast their
beliefs do make sense.
I fear that Mr. Jameson is suffering the same
problems. A reasonable person recognizes his own
assumptions. Mr. Jameson seemingly does not. He
does not see his trust of reason as the step of faith
which it is. He does not see that reason must begin
somewhere. The Christian builds-reasonably-on
the life and the work of Jesus Christ as they are
discussed in the Bible. He cannot prove that this
interpretation is true, but he can demonstrate that it
is the most reasonable option. Reason has limits. It
must be fitted carefully. Mr. Jameson's display of
catch-words and careless observation does not help
to bring it back into fashion. And he does not
appreciate the rationality and the truth of the good
news which is based on Jesus Christ. Perhaps a
friendly debate on the Mall would convince him.
A Jesus streak-in is an apt example of the tyranny
of fashion. Too many of us Christians have
discarded our reason; we do not dare drop our pants
as well. Hard times demand both. Now there is a
shortage of people who are willing to wear either.
Bill Trimble

Klaus Keil
Named•ttTo
C0 m m I e e
Dr. Klaus Keil has been named
chairman of the U.S. National
Committee for Geochemistry, a
division of the National Academy
of Sciences.
Dr. Keil, director of the
Institute of Meteoritics at UNM
and a professor of geology, will
head the eight·man committee for
two years.
The purpose of the committee
is to advise the National Academy
of Sciences, the U.S. government
and its funding agencies, of
geochemistry trends and-in an
indirect way-where federal
funding should be aimed.
The committee also oversees
several sub·committees, including
one on the role of geochemistry in
the study of health. and disease.

BISHOP, CALIF. (UPI)Thirty·one members of the cast.
and film crew for the ABC·TV
"Primal Man" television series and
five airct·ew members died when a
chartered airliner taking them
fl'Om a mountain lake film
location slammed into a ridge,
authorities reported Thursday.
None of the 36 persons
survived the crash which occurred
Wednesday night only minutes
after the twin engine convair,
chartered from Sierra Pacific
Airlines, left the Bishop Airport
on a return flight to Burbank near
Los Angeles.
The film crew had been in the
Mammoth Lakes area filming the
third of the series "Primal Man:
Struggle for Survival." The series
dramatizes the evolution of
human beings ft·om animal
ancestors into primitive men.
Among the victims were the
series director, Dennis Azzarella,
and actor Janos Pwhaska who
once played a comic bear
character on the old Andy
Williams television series.
Other victims were Azzarella's
fiance, Irene Bundy, Prohaska's
son, Robert, and performers Rick
Ackerman, Loren Raymond,
"Fish" Pashburn, Gene Carval,
Jim Dickson and Jackie Tang.
A seven·man team from the
National Transport Safety Board
in Washington, D.C., was sent to
the crash scene. Federal Aviation
Administration investigators from
Los Angeles and Tonopah, Nev.,
also were at the scene.
Two large military helicopters
ferried investigators and coroner's

officers into the crash site on
forest service land seven miles
from Bishop.
The plane took off at 8:24 p.m.
PDT and slammed into the ddge
at the 7 ,OOO·foot lev<;> I Jess than
five minutes later. It exploded in a
ball of flame se<;>n·· by an Inyo
County deputy sheriff.
Mike Antonio, a lwlicoptet·
pilot, flew Dr. David Sheldon of
Bishop to the crash SCPIW
immediately and they rPported all

aboard dead.
"The plane smackrd hard into
the ridge and spread wt·eckage for
300 feet," An lonio said. "Tiwre
wasn't much left of th<>
plane-onl~· tlw tail section, part
of an engine and not much else.
All of it was burning."
An lonio said the bodies wen•
ba(lty hul"lled.
A For<'st Servict' spokesman
said Uw fir<' bmned only a littl<'
sagebmsh and did not sprPad

TRY THIS ON FOR SIGHS
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Custom rings of all types in gold or silver
designed just for you and manufactured in
our shop.

(across Mcna\J! from Coronado Center)
Makers

Indian Jewelry
OLD TOWN

Lip Service notes must be submitted
in writing by 1 p.m. at least two days
before publication. Notices of events
will be published a maximum of two
days prior to the event and on the day
of the event. General items will be
printed once.
AJ.I information must be
included-event, time, day and
place-and should be deU\Iered to room
l50·A of the Journalism Building.
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Hear Roy Eugene Davis. disciple of
Paramahamsa Yogananda. at Howard
Johnson's East Friday. March 15th,
8:00 p.m. Admission $2.00.

Former Albuquerque city manager
Herb Smith will speak/Friday. March
15, 1·4 p.m./UNM Honors Center.
Smith will participate in the Center's
regular coffee and conversation
sessions.

Featuring
Indonesian and European Cuisine
Large Variation of Sandwiches
Uitsmyters
Tortas
Heroes, etc.
Excellent Soups & Salads

I

UNM Student Health Center will be
closed to appointments/Wednesday,
March 20. Student. will be seen on an
emergency basis only tbat day.
Realize the goal of human. life.
Discourse held on four meditation
techniques: light, music, word, and
nectar, asrevealed by 16·Year-old Guru
Maharai Ji. Every Sunday/7:3()-9:30
p.m./Alumni Chapel
• Fiesta Committee Meeting/Fri.,
March 15, 3:30 p.m./room 253 of the
SUB.
Applications are being accepted
from UNM students to fill 22 positions
ort Chamber of Commerce Committees
and shortlY, applications for 20
openings art city and county boards.
Some of the committees are: business
development, leglslatlve affairs,
regional affairs. etc. For more
informati()n call Brad
Cates/office•
766•4000fhomc·299·4740.
An open discussion will take place
on/Friday, March 15, 3:30
p.m./Hodgin Hall, Rm. 301. Topic to
be discussed is Aquinas' five proofs for
the existence of God.
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Reasonable Prices
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Lobo Prey This Semester Break
TRACK: Coach Hugh Hackett's
trackstf:'rs host Wyoming (March
16) and UTEP (Mat·ch 23) the
next two Sat).lrdays at University
Stadium. The first event starts at
12:30 in both meets.
UNM had a surprisingly strong
third place finish in the WAC
Indoor Championships held in
Albuquerque and Coach Hackett
expects his young team to do just
as well in the outdoor season. The
tracks ters have five home meets in
197 4 and will be hosting the WAC
Outdoor Championships May
10·11.
Wyoming, which finished sixth
in the indoor conference meet,
isn't "real strong" in Hackett's
estimation, but the UTEP Miners
are the WAC favorites. UTEP not
only won the conference indoor
championship but the NCAA
Indoor title last week in Detroit as
well.
There will be 17 events and two
relays in the dual meets. Some of
the top individual Lobos to watch
are Michael Solomon (440, mile
relay), Ingemar Jernberg (pole
vault), Robert Nance (long jump,
triple jump), Matt Henry (880),
Faustino Salazar (three mile),
W<~lter Henderson (220), and
Randy Withrow (shot put),
BASEBALL: The UNM
diamond men have a busy spring
break. Starting today, the
baseballers play eleven times in
nine days at both Lobo Field and
the Sports Stadium.

The bt·eal> schedule:
Today 3 p.m. vs CSU at Lobo
Field.
March 16 noon doubleheader vs
CSU at Sports Stadium,
March 18 1 p.m. vs Southern
Colorado St. at Lobo Field.
March 19 1 p.m. vs Southern
Colorado St. at Lobo Field.
March 20 1 p.m. vs Southern
Colorado St. at Lobo Field.
March 21 noon vs Wyoming at
Lobo Field,
March 21 2:30 p.m. vs Denver
at Lobo Field,
March 22 noon vs Wyoming at
Lobo Field.
March 23 11 a.m. vs CSU at
Sports Stadium,
March 23 2 p.m. vs Wyoming at
Sports Stadium.
Wyoming and CSU are
members of the WAC northern
division while the Lobos are in the
southern division along with
Arizona, ASU and UTEP.
Southern division play doesn't
begin until April.
UNM, 6·2 on the season, will go
with Ron Adair on the mound
today and the probables for
tomorrow's doubleheader are
Rich Olson and Doug Johnson.
All Lobo pitchers will get a
chance during the busy week,
Leigh said.
The Lobos are batting .365 as a
team with top hitting honors
going to rightfielder Mike
Pettenuzzo, .531 and Gary
Stewart, .500. Catcher Stewart

has been bothered by a muscle
pull but should see >~dion this
weekend.
WRESTLING: Four UNM
grapplers-Dave Romero (126
lbs. ), Roy DeVore (134), Bruce
Davis (190), and Milton Seals
(heavyweightr-are competing in

NCAA crown is Seals, the junior
who won the WAC heavyweight
title. Seals had a 27 ·3 mark this
season. DeVore and Davis were
both runnerups at the WAC in
their respective weight classes.
"Seals is capable of winning the
national championship but I think
a II four of our wr-estlers are
capable of getting into the final
six," Coach Ron Jacobsen said.
GYMNASTICS: Coach Rusty
Mitchell'$ gymnasts will have their
work cut out for them March
21·23 at Tucson when they
attempt to win still another WAC
. championship.
UNM has won four straight
titles but is the underdog this time
around with Arizona State
looming as the heavy favorite. The
Lobos and Sun Devils have split
their home·and·home dual meets
this year but Mitchell admits that
ASU is "definitely the strongest
team in the conference."
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WOMEN'S GYMNASTICS:
Coach Janet Blair's gymnasts are :<~
in the Intermountain Regionals
this weekend having qualified by 8
placing second in a sectional I:'
=:
tourney last week,
'<
UNM is expected to be strong
in the beginner's division and has
an outstanding advanced .o
competitor in Nora Sulier, who
Blair feels can finish in the top ten
nationally.
g.
TENNIS: UNM is involved in a ....
triangular meet with NMSU, C11
which the Lobos blanked 7·0 ....
CC>
earlier in the season, and West ..,.
Texas State at Las Cruces March
21·23.
.
The netters are 1·0 this year
and have also finished eighth at
the Corpus Christi Invitational.
West Texas was 11th in that
tournament, which Lobo
Hernando Aguirre missed because
of a suspension (disciplinary

-·
.

0

Name, School
Major field
GP A
Scoring Avg.
Belmont Anderson, BYU
Pre·Med
3.33
14.4
Scot Jones, Utah
Pre·Med
3.36
11.6
Ty Medley, Utah
Pre· Law
3.07
16.0
Jim Rap pis, Ariz.
History
3. 20
4. 2
Mark Saiers, UNM
Mathematics
3.27
10.8
Lobo Honorable Mention: Rich Pokorski, 3.88 in education; Pat
King, 3.29 in education; Bob Toppert, 3.21 in education.
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TRINIDAD CARNIVAL BALLET AND STEEL BAND
Conl>any of 60
ARTISTIC DIRECTOR Albrf!!t AdamS
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c.,

Eight digit capacity I Addition,
Subtraction, multiplication and
division /Instant square root. Automatic
clear entry (erasing) key I Automatic
credit balance, Raise figures to
power /Chain and miKed calculations/
Automatic floating decimal.

z

Monday, Tuesday & Wednesday
Folk Dancing Instructed
6 to 9 p~m.
LUNCH & DINNER SERVED DAILY

professional belly
dancers from the
middle east

featuring Authentic Greek Cuisine
and a complete American Menu
also
Cocktails & Imported Greek Wines,
with Aperitifs

I

I
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Tel. 277-3121
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5495 '·------WITH THIS COUPON

. Prey

SANDIA PLAZA

FAIR PLAZA

·

Candelaria & Juan Tabo
10·9 Wed/Thurs/ Fri; 10-6 Weekdays

Lomas & San Pedro
10-6 Weekdays; 10-9 Thurs/ Fri

~94.·4422
·-· - .... ~- - ...-...... ,..,.,. . -.

255-9933
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reasons). Aguirre is back with the
team now.
Ferguson said he will also
alternate Peter Arndt and Lennart
Bergquist at number three and
four singles next weekend. Mike
Owen is at number five singles and
Jerry Garver at number six. The
doubles team are Arndt·Aguirre,
Bergquist·Coleman, and
Owen·Garver.
GOLF: Coach Dick McGuire's
golfers are in the New Mexico
State Invitational at Las Cruces
(March 14·16) the next two
weekends.
In the Lobos' only previous
competition, they finished ninth
at the Pan American Tourney at
Monterrey, Mexico.
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Nothing to
do tonight?

Candidates Meeting: All eligible candidates running in the Spring
Election should attend the candidates meeting Tuesday, March 26, 7:00
p.m., $UB Room 231-E.

Celebrate
Spring Break!

at the

)lli.u.1.

Our Greatest Clog

featuring
The Romero Bros.
Rock 'n' Holl Band
FnlllAV, MAn<:ll

15

8:00rM
SUB BAI.l.Jl()OM

$1.00 coupl.,s/$1.50
Spoumn•d h\ 1ft<' .Sh~dl•td Ch~tptt•t c;f
""t'W -'ft'liHU (:u.-·JI I.JIK•tlit">

The greatness of
the clog is based on
several factors. Fashioned
in Spain, it has a softly woven leather
upper on a sole of super-comfortable cork and
crepe. It's available in narrow and medium widthsin white, camel, navy or red. And, it's only ... 17.99
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Kristoflerson

CIVIC AUDITORIUM
FRIDAY, APRIL 5, 1974·7:30 PM
LIMITED SEATING

fine shoes
Downtown • Winrock • Uptown

-

DANCE

Poll Workers: Poll workers are needed to work at the polls April 3 for
the Spring Election. Persons interested should attend the poll. workers
meeting April 1, 7:00 p.m., SUB Room 231-E. For further information
contact Sue Pickett or Phil Shamas in the Student Government Office,
277-5528.
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2 ALBUQUERQUE STORES:

I

Phone 242-0000
I
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2713 Central N.W.

STUDENTS Y2 PRICE

a~t~J~~~~.~ICS
Listen to us, you cant go wrong. .

1
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(continued from page 6)

AC/DC Portable
Electonic Calculator
With Square Root

0

ENTERTAINMENT NIGHtLY

• •

TUESDAY, MARCH 26-8: 15 P.M.
Tickets $7.00, 6.50, 6.00, 5.00, 4.00
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Saiers Shoots

r-- ------ --- ..... -- COUPON -------I1
956~ 1!82
Price Breakthru!
I
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Lobo moundsman Kent Seaman
should get plenty of pitching
opportunities in the next week.
~

...

first game opponents, were not . points and that eight point lead
was the largest of the game. With
supposed to be evenly matched
but it took the mighty Bruins a 12:15 left before intermission San
Ft·ancisco finally got its second
triple overtime to ground the
field goal and the Dons put in
flyers, 111-100. UCLA led by 12
eight of the next 10 points to tie
at the half but saw the
bot-shooting boys from Ohio tie it it at 12,
The rest of the defct1sively
80-80 and practically win it in the
tough first half was a see· saw
last seconds.
affair with USF getting the last
Dayton got what looked like
( colllinued on page B)
the winning bucket but it was
nullified because the Flyer coach
had C<llled a time out, The score
Was knot ted 88·88 aftel· one
overtime period and 98·98 after
two before UCLA pulled away in
the third extra five minute period .
Because of the extended first
ganw t.he UNM game was delayed
Fine Norwegian
almost a half hour hut. it didn't
seem to bother the Lobos, or at.
Touring Skis
least it bot.herc:d the Dons more.
Eggen--Janoy--Bonna
'l'he shooting was cold on both
sides" <>arty, but Norm
Now on Sale-Less 20%
Ellenb<"l'l(er's boys W<'re able to
1031 SanMateoS.E.
build up a 6·0 It> ad. San Francisco
256-9190
couldn't connect on its first eight.
shots but finally Kevin Restani
put in a layup almost four
minut<'s into lh<> ganw.
UNM scot"<'d tit<> next foul'

Eligibility: All persons who have turned in petitions for Spring Election
will be called about eligibility or you can come by ASUNM Government
Office after March 1 8.

NEW MI\XICO

S.HUROK presents

I
GREEK NIGHT CLUB

Daily Lobo
Hamburgers
vs.
KUNM
Circuit breakers
Today Carlisle Gym

&!

(Continued on page 7)

AT THE UNIVERSITY

I

With Authentic Boosouki Music and Greek Folk Dances

The pregame concensus was
that the teams were evenly
matched and that proved to be
the case as San Francisco and the
Lobos battled to the wire before
John Boro's two free throws with
18 seconds remaining iced a 64·61
Don victory.
Lobo guard Gabe Nava drove in
for a layup after Bernard Hardin
·made a steal to cut UNM's deficit
to one, 62·61 with 1:15 left. San

Francisco then went into a stall. It
took two Pat King fouls to send a
Don named Boro to the free
throw line and he was the wrong
man to foul.
The 6·0 "quarterback" of San
Francisco's club has only missed
six charity shots in two years and
he was true to form on two
crucial free shots in the closing
seconds of the contest which
matcl1cd the WAC winner against
the West Coast Conferenc<>
champion.
The Lobos wet·e trying to male<'
it into the NCAA Far West finals
for the first time ever, but the loss
sends them to the meaningless
consolation game (12:10
Saturday) for the second time in
UNM's history. Back in 1968, tlw
Lobos lost both the semi-final and
consolation games.
Their opponent Satmday will
be the Dayton Flyers who ups<>t
Notre Dame earlier in the y<>ar
and gave UCLA a scare in the first
game of yesterday's doubleheadet·
played before 13,314 at Tucson's
McHale Colisf:'Uill.
UCLA and Dayton, unlike the

.... • ·

the NCAA Championships which
began in Ames, Iowa yesterday
and continue through Saturday.
Name
Hgt.
Wgt
Cl.
At the WAC Championships, in
Luther Burden
6·2
185
So. which UNM finished behind CSU
*Bernard Hardin
6·5
205
Sr. and BYU as a team, Romero
Lionel Hollins
6·3
185
Jr. became only the seventh man in
*Coniel Norman
185
6·5
So. conference history to win three
Mike Sojourner
6·8
226
So. consecutive titles. He's had a
*Unanimous choices
67-30·1 record as a UNM wrestler.
The man who probably has the
Second team: Gus Bailey (UTEP), AI Fleming (Ariz), James Forbes
best
shot at comirtg home with an
(UTEP), Tim Hall (CSU), Eric Money (Ariz.), Doug Richards (BYU).
Honorable Mention: Stan Boyer (Wyo.), Bob Elliott (Ariz.), Bill
Hagins (UNM), Scot Jones (Utah), Ty Medley (Utah), Mark Saiers
(UNM), Mark Wasley (ASU).

*

Lobo Sports Editor

.----.AND THE ASSOCIATED STUDENTS

FIRST FIVE
Pt.
Reb.
School
Avg.
Avg.
Utah
22.8
4.2
UNM
17.2
5.6
ASU
17.3
3.8
Ariz.
23.8
5.7
Utah
16.1
12.6

WAC All-American Team

by GREGORY LALIRE

1i1

-~

The Cultural Program Committee

1973-74 Official All-WAC Basketball Team

..

Dons Down Norm?s Lobos
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(Photo by Sue Keith)

Conference All-Stars
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P•ris·WINROCK Is open Monday through friday untii9PM

•

Speech And Hearing Workshop Scheduled
The prevention of speech and
language handicaps in young
children .through early
rdentification will be the focus of
a regional workshop to be held
Monday, March 18 at the Hilton
Inn.
Sponsored by the National
American Speech and Hearing
Association, the workshop is
designed to inform pre-school,.
day care and public school
teachers and personnel, as well as

parents, about detecting disorders
and the supportive services
available to correct them,
'Three speech and language
experts to deliver keynote
addresses are Carolyn Stewart,
Child Development Center,
College of Medicine, Howard
University; Tina Bangs, director,
Speech and Hearing Institute,
University of Texas Health
Science Center; and Nicholas
Anastasiow, director, Institute for

CLASSIFIED
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PERSONALS

TIMC.HER AND WIFE would like to
tal;e care of your house for the summer,
References. Call Belen, collect 864-3621
or Albuq. 242-0467 before 5 :30.
3/16
PURGATORY SKI AREA has beautiful
skiing with excellent, packed powder
snow on over 30 trails. 60" snow mid.
WIW· Plenty of reasonable motels and
condominiums. SKI.
3/15
NANCI T. Will be 21 years old tomorrow I
Finally I Can you believe It, folks 'I
Happy Blr~hday, my love I
3/16
SEE 'fHE PEOPLE and countryside of
Europe this summer on 3-week student
IJiklng tour. Information, contact Ross.
256-2168.
3/27
HEAR ROY EUGENE DAVIS, disciple of
Parnmahamsa Yogananda at Howard
Johnson's East, Friday, March 16, 8:00
p.m. Admission, $2.
3/16
"BIG HEART" needs your ideas-recycling
freewill discards, unskilled, handicapped,
artists, publicists, signs, graphics, crafts.
700 San ~~eo NE. 4·6 pm.
3/27
RIDE NEEDED to Bakerfield, Calif. or
near. Share expenses. 242-9920.
3/16
NEEDED: Baby clothes,etc. Woman due
March. Drop oft at Women's Center.

~~~~~~~--~-------3~/26

GRADUATE STUDENT with family
needs 2 or 3 bedroom house, near UNM,
before end of May. Rent between $160·
$160. Prefer a pleasant yard. 277-4726.
3/26
PREGNANT AND NEED HELP? You
have friends who care at Blrthrflht,
247-9819.
WRITERS NEEDED: New. Mexico Dally
Lobo. Apply In person at the Lobo, room
168 of Student Publications.
WANTED: ONE BEDROO-M--ap_t._ -;r
house in a nice neighborhood. Married
couple to occupy April thru August. Call
David 261:!-6528 or 277-4002.
SUICIDE is a Permanent solution to
tem11orary
problems.
We'll
Ilaten.
AGORA, 277-3013.
3/16

2!

LOST & FOUND

FOUND: Black dog, 4·6 month!l old. We'll
be glad to keep, 1420 Silver.
FOUND7"'il;nt;-;;at~i~--D-e-c-.-C,-o-n-ta-ct
Barbara, Computing Center, 277·4646.
FOUND: Blat'khe;d~d dnsp purse near
Mesa Vista. Claim in Journalism 205.
FOUND: Coin pu~e cont~i;tng keys and
money at Stanford & Silver. Identify &
claim. rrn 205 Journalism.

SERVICES
TYPING DONE FAST--IBM Selectric
3/16
$.60 per page. 897-0990.
HYPNOSIS: A scientific mental technique
for study-improvement, confidence, and
control. For a free informative brochure
write or call: Center for Hypnosis,
Lomas Medical Office . Plaza, Suite 210,
10701 Lomas N.E., Albuquerque, .N.M.
87112. 292-0370.
3/25
LEGAL SERVICES. UNM. Law School
Clinical Program offers legal services
for students and staff. Furnished by
QUalified law students under faculty au•
pervision. Availability limited to thO!!e
whose assets and income do not exceed
established. guidelines. 50e registration
fee. Call 277-2913 or 277-3G04 for In·
tormlltlon and appointments. Sponsored
by Associated Students of UNM.
tln

or br '1114U
Claasifted Advertlalnl'
UNM P.O. Bo:z 20
Albuquerque, N.M. 87181

SERVICES

CALCULUS TUTORING by grad student.
Experienced. Call Gary 242·5571,
3/16
LANDSCAPING & LAWN maintenance,
professional or at home, call 898·9011.
3/18
SABLE WHITE COLLIE at stud. Cham·
pion lines, 255-6780.
3/15
LOW CAR INSURANCE rates for mar·
ried students. Call 298·6491 and ask for
Dick Alexander.
3/lli
PASSPORT, IDENTIFICATION photos,
Lowest prices In town, faat, pleulnf&',
lllear UNM. CaD 266-2444 or come to
1717 Girard N.E.
04AGE8---PORTRAIT,PASSPORT,a~

plication phot.olraph•. Cloee, quick, aane.
2312-.A Central SE. Behind Butterftelda,
266.991'1.
&/8
PROFESSIONAL TYPIST. IBM carbon·
ribbon: guaranteed r,ccuracy. Reaaonable
rates. 298-714?.
2/16
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FOR RENT

HOUSE TO SHARE. 5 rooms, large yard.
$60 month. Call Marigold, 265·6661 3/15
UOSQUE PLAZA APARTMENTS. Adobe
Style-1 & 2 Dds. Furn. & Unfurn ••
Utilities Included. Pool, saa barbeque,
large balconl~1 sauna, ref. air, 10 min.
from UNM. waterbeda permitted. From
$160.00, 8201 Marquette NE-26G·6071.
Students .t profesaon welcome Ill
NEW TWO BEDROOM tully furnished
apartments, security building, 4 blocks
UNM, 2119 Vassar SE, The Zodiac, 2656780.
3/lli
THE CITADEL efficiency and one bed·
room, reasonable rents from $130, mod
furnishings and shag carpeting, deluxe
electric kitchen1 swimming pool, recreation room, cara room, pool table, secur.
ity guards, walldng distance t.o UNM,
1520 Univen~ity NE, 243·2494.
4/12
LEAD & ASH SE, Lucaya House Apart.
ments. Full security, all utilities paid,
efficiency, $125/mo. 1·bdrrn $168/mo.
2·bdrm. S185tmo. Call Jim at 843-7632
or 265·9593,
tfn
COLUMBIAN-WEST. 1 block to UNM,
new & beautiful spacious luxury apart.
mcnts. 209 Columbia S.E. 1 & 2 bed·
rooms, furnished & bills paid, frorri
$166.00. Recreation rooms, swimming
pool, dishwashers, disposers, aeeurity and
refrig. nir. Mgr. 2GS-8934 or 2682/2'l
1006.

5l

All Special Education Students, final
enrollment for the 1·hour
credit/Legislative Workshop/D. H.
Lawrence Ranch in Taos/March
29·31/will take place at the SCEC
meeting/SUB, Rm. 129/Thursday,
March 14.

ADVERTISING

Ratel: lOt per word, $1.00 minimum.
Terms : Payment. must be made In full
prior t.o insertion of advertisement.
Where: Journalism Buildin1. Room 206.

11

Child Study, Indiana University.
Topics will include speech
development, common disorders
and their prevention, and language
differences with regard to cultural
pluralism and bilingualism.

l"OR SALE

SAVE $ I Yashlca TL-Eieetro X 36mm.
with accessories. 135mm Vivitar 2.8 telephoto lens. . 2x converter. Extension
tubes. UV filter. Electronic flash. $260
firm. Call after 6:00 pm. 296·3728. 3/15
YOGI AND SUKJ, both half Wotl, hall
Malafllute. Have had six .large pups.
Born Feb. 6. Available March 19. Will be
incredible animals. 763·4956, Espanola,
~·
3/27
HEWLETT
PACKARD,
35-calculator.
243-6073.
3/26
MUSTANG 1971, $1900 loaded. Call evenings, 268·1657.
3/26
WHILE THEY LAST. Back bsullll of the
Daily Lobo are aold for lOt each in Stu•
dent Publications Business Olllee. room
206, Joumalism Buildlna.
~'-:--:-~--.,.......
COMPUTER. HEWLETT Packard HP36
with field case. 6 mos. old. Still under
warranty, $260, 266•6526.
3/26

5)

FOR SALE

CLOTHES FROM 1890·1940, beautiful old
quilts, oak furniture, photographic an·
tlques and more. Watch for the opening of The Silver Sunbeam Antiques.
March 23 at 3409 Central NE.
3/22
VERY OLD epiphone jumbo body guitar,
good bluegrass instrument, 898-7659. 3/15
'69 GTO, foUl'•&peed, damn good condition,
needs paint job, around $900, John, 402
Cornell, apt, 7,
•
3/18
1970 DUCAT! 460cc, $360. Excellent con•
dition, 296·7391 after 6 pm.
3/18
AKAI REEL-to-reel deck with accessories
&: tapes, $200. 2GS-2612.
3/18
UPRIGHT PIANO in good condition. $200.
- 268-2512.
8'-~
VOLVO 644, 1960. $250 or ofter. 281·6167.
Fridays and weekends.
3/18
1969 KAWASAKI 90cc trail bike, v,ood
• running condition, $176. 281-5596. 3/18

6)

EMPLOYMENT

"BIG HEART" needs your Ideas-recycling
freewill discards, unskilled, handicapped,
artists, publicists, signs, graphics, crafts.
700 San MatEo NE. 5·6 pm.
3/27
ADMINISTRATOR/Housing and, Food
Services. .Bachelor's Degree required.
Master's Degree preferred but not mand·
atory. Experience in the field of Housing Management and Counseling is
neceftsary, For more information, call
243·9461 extension 310 or submit resume
no later than March 31, 1974 to Audrey
Stern, Personnel Director, University ot:
Albuquerque, Albuquerque, New Mexico
87140.
3/16

7)

MISCELLANEOUS

"BIG HEART" needs your ideas-recycling
freewill discards, unskilled, handicapped.
artists, publicisla, signs, graphics, crafts.
700 San Mateo NE. 4-6 pm.
3/27
THUNDERBIRD MAGAZINE ta taklnc
gubmlasions for the next laue. Brine
them to room 205 Joumalllm.

Those persons interested in
attending should contact Dr.
David Draper, acting chairman of
Communicative Disorders at

UNM, at 27 7-2808. A registration
fee of $1.50 is payable at the
workshop.

Budget Hearing

M~rch

The ASUNM senate will meet Monday, March 25 at 6
p.m. in rooms 23lA-E in the SUB to discuss the
proposed budget.
The discussion was to have taken place at last
Wednesday's regular meeting, which was cancelled due
. to lack of quorum.

Dons Down ..

(co n.tin.ued from page 7)
two baskets before the break to
take a 28-26 halftime lead. Both
teams shot around the 40 per cent
mark in the opening 20 minutes
and there were 26 turnovers, 16
by UNM. Lobo forward Mark
Saiers had 10 of his 12 points
before intermissio·n.
By getting the first two field
goals of the second half, the Dons
upped their lead to 32·26, but
then the Lobos behind guard
Wendell Taylor scored 12 of the
next 14 points to take the lead
36·34. Taylor got eight of those
points.
UNM's Bernard Hardin sparked
the Lobos in the middle of the
second half getting eight straight
points for UNM during one
stretch. Twelve of Hardin's' game
high 16 points came in the final
20 minutes. The Lobos were up
46·43, their last lead of the game,
but USF got eight points in a row
to take a five point lead at the
nine minute mark.
The Dons had a 58·52
advantage before Bill Hagins hit
on a jumper and Pat King on two.
USF got a basket back but two
King free throws put the Lobos
only two down with three
minutes left. Hagins went to the
~-.

, """'BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY
Photographer or .Entrepreneur
operate your own campus party
picture business. Work your
own hours and make a good income. We
specialize
in photomarketing systems for
campus photography.
Candid Color Systems, Box 25669
Oklahoma City J.. Oklahoma 73125
405 787·u313
•

CHARLIE CHAPLIN'S
CLASSIC COMEDY

7:30
9:45

ma

charity stripe with less than two
minutes to go and his team ~
trailing 62·58, but the Lobo' -..1
center could hit on only one of ~
two shots.

RAVt
SHAN~AR
Alia Rakha, Tabla
Nodu Mullick, Tamboura

April3-8:00 P.M.
Civic Auditorium

Tickets at:
SUB Box office; Music II;

Budget Tapes & Records;
Riedling's Downtown.

Reality I
A TEAC

Cassatt
Deckwith Hysteresis
Motor and DolbyModel355NOW

24950

FACTORY
AUTHORIZED
PRICE REDUCTION

DDMPAMCRDS

FROM 329.50

2108 CENTRAL S.E./247-4414

SAVE

FLIGHT

;;t

The quiet rush of 200 mph, the view,
and ability to e)(plore of an eagle.

n
w

You'll be surprised to find just how
practical personal air travel can be·
especially with Zephyr Aviation.:...provid·
ing unsurpassed . comfort, speed, and
experience--at amazingly low rates.
Whether for a weekend ekcursion or a
business trip, or a combination of the
two, travelling with the "West Wind" is a
money saving joy. Give us a call for
charter arrangements at 24 7-4927 or
262·0997.

25

aooo

)>

(11
(11

Two Year Warranty
Financing Available.

Since
Zephyr Aviation, Inc.
AMF Box 9122 City87119

F.A.A. Certified Air Charter Service
Authorized Dealer-Bellanca Aircraft
Advanced Flight INSTRUCTION

1949

-~h
HOUSE

3011 Monte Vista N.E.
(Near Gitatd & Central N.E.)

DIAL 255-1694

